10 This article proposes a framework to handle multiattribute group decision making 11 problems with incomplete pairwise comparison preference over decision alternatives 12 where qualitative and quantitative attribute values are furnished as linguistic variables 13 and crisp numbers, respectively. Attribute assessments are then converted to interval-14 valued intuitionistic fuzzy numbers (IVIFNs) to characterize fuzziness and uncertainty in 15 the evaluation process. Group consistency and inconsistency indices are introduced for 16 incomplete pairwise comparison preference relations on alternatives provided by the 17 decision-makers (DMs). By minimizing the group inconsistency index under certain 18 constraints, an auxiliary linear programming model is developed to obtain unified 19 attribute weights and an interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy positive ideal solution 20 (IVIFPIS). Attribute weights are subsequently employed to calculate distances between 21 alternatives and the IVIFPIS for ranking alternatives. An illustrative example is provided 22 to demonstrate the applicability and effectiveness of this method. 23 Keywords: Multi-attribute group decision making (MAGDM), interval-valued 24 intuitionistic fuzzy numbers (IVIFNs), linear programming, group consistency and 25 inconsistency 26 1 Corresponding author, Telephone: +1 519 2533000 ext. 3456;
Introduction 27
When facing a decision situation, a decision-maker (DM) often has to evaluate a 28 finite set of alternatives against multiple attributes. This process can be conveniently 29 modeled as a multiattribute decision making (MADM) problem. Several formal 30 procedures have been proposed to deal with MADM such as the Technique for Order 31
Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) (Hwang & Yoon, 1981) and the 32 Linear Programming Technique for Multidimensional Analysis of Preference (LINMAP) 33 (Srinivasan & Shocker, 1973) . The LINMAP proves to be a practical and useful 34 technique for determining attribute weights and a positive-ideal solution based on a DM's 35 pairwise comparisons of alternatives. In the traditional LINMAP, performance ratings are 36 known precisely and given as crisp values. Under many practical decision situations, it is 37 hard, if not impossible, to obtain exact assessment values due to inherent vagueness and 38 uncertainty in human judgment. As such, Zadeh (1965) puts forward a powerful 39 paradigm, fuzzy set theory, to handle ambiguity information that often arises in human 40 decision processes. The LINMAP has subsequently been extended to handle MADM 41 with fuzzy judgment data (Li & Yang, 2004) . 42 In Zadeh's fuzzy set, an element's membership to a particular set is defined as a real 43 value  between 0 and 1 and its nonmembership is implied to be 1   . This extension 44 of traditional binary logic provides a powerful framework to characterize vagueness and 45 uncertainty. The treatment of nonmembership as a complement of membership 46 essentially omits a DM's hesitation in the decision making process. To facilitate further 47 characterization of uncertainty and vagueness, Atanassov (1986) introduces intuitionistic 48 fuzzy sets (IFSs), depicted by real-valued membership, nonmembership, and hesitancy 49 functions. Due to its capability of accommodating hesitation in human decision processes, 50
IFSs have been widely recognized as flexible and practical tools for tackling imprecise 51 An IFS is characterized by real-valued membership and nonmembership functions 58 defined on [0, 1], and the hesitancy function can be easily derived based on the aforesaid 59 two functions. In some decision situations with highly uncertain and imprecise judgment, 60 it could pose a significant challenge to require that membership and nonmembership be 61 identified as exact values. To address this issue, IFSs are further extended to interval-62 valued intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IVIFSs) (Atanassov and Gargov, 1989) where 63 membership and nonmembership are represented as interval-valued functions. Since its 64 inception, significant research has been conducted to develop and enrich the IVIFS theory, 65 such as investigations on the correlation and correlation coefficients of IVIFSs ( This manuscript has significantly expanded the research reported therein by refining the 100 modeling process, addressing certain technical deficiency, and furnishing two theorems 101 to reveal useful properties of the proposed framework. 102
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides preliminaries 103 on IVIFSs and Euclidean distance between IVIFNs. Section 3 formulates the MAGDM 104 problem with IVIFNs and defines group consistency and inconsistency indices. Section 4 105
proposes an approach to handle MAGDM problems with IVIFNs, and a linear program is 106 established to estimate the IVIFPIS and attribute weights. Section 5 presents a numerical 107 example to demonstrate how to apply the proposed approach, followed by some 108 concluding remarks in Section 6. 109
Preliminaries 110
Let Z be a fixed nonempty universe set, an IFS A in Z is an object in the following 111 form (Atanassov, 1986): 112 
where : 
Similar to IFSs, an interval intuitionistic fuzzy index of an element z Z  is expressed 135 as 136
which gives the range of hesitancy degree of element z to set  A. 138
If each of the intervals ( )
contains only a single value, i.e., for every 139 
. 152
An MAGDM problem and group consistency measurement 153
This section presents an MAGDM problem with IVIFNs and defines group 154 consistency and inconsistency indices. 155
An MAGDM framework with IVIFN decision data 156
Given n feasible decision alternatives x i (i =1, 2, …, n) and m qualitative or 157 quantitative attributes a j (j = 1, 2, …, m). Denote the alternative set by X = {x 1 , x 2 , …, x n } 158 and the attribute set by A = {a 1 , a 2 , …, a m }. The attribute set A can be divided into two 159 mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive subsets: A 1 and A 2 , representing the subset 160 of qualitative and quantitative attributes, respectively. It is natural that 1 2 A A A   and 161 1 2
A A  , where  is the empty set. Depending on the decision purpose, an MAGDM 162 problem could be defined as finding the best alternative(s) from all feasible choices or 163 obtaining a ranking for all alternatives based on the information provided by a group of 164
as a linguistic variable. These linguistic assessments are then converted into 167 are the degree of satisfaction (or membership) and the degree of non-169 satisfaction (or nonmembership) of x i on the qualitative attribute a j with respect to a fuzzy 170 concept "excellence", and satisfy the following conditions: 
and the parameter 188
is given by DM d p (p = 1, 2, …, q) according to its expected 189 goals and needs in the decision situation, reflecting the DM's relative degree of 190 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is thus completed. 
As 2 0 1 and 0 1 , 
5) 230
where i = 1,2, …, n and j = 1, 2, …, m. Thus, an MAGDM problem with IVIFNs can be 231 concisely expressed in an IVIFN matrix format as follows: 232 , ,
for each i =1, 2, …, n, j =1, 2, …, m. Then p i S can be written as: 252
If the weight vector  and the IVIFPIS * x are given by the DMs, then p i S (i = 1, 254 2, …, n) can be calculated by using (3.11). A ranking of alternatives can thus be 255 conveniently obtained for DM d p based on p i S . However, in this paper, it is conceived 256 that the weight vector  and the IVIFPIS * x are not provided by the DMs. Instead, based 257 on incomplete pairwise comparisons of alternatives, a model is proposed to generate a 258 best compromise alternative as the solution that has the shortest distance to the IVIFPIS. 259
To accomplish this goal, consistency and inconsistency indices are introduced based on 260 
for each i, s =1, 2, …, n, j =1, 2, …, m. Then it follows from (3.11) that 282 
Denote 286
, , , ,
Then, Eq. (3.18) can be simply rewritten as follows: 288 1, , ( 1, 2, , ) 0, 0, 0, 0 ( 1, 2, , ) 0 ( 1,2, , ) .
For each pair of alternatives ( , ) 
( 1 ,2, , )0 , 0, 0, 0 ( 1,2, , ) 0 ( 1,2, , ).
It is apparent that the optimal solution of (4.4) depends on the parameter h. Denote Given the constraints ˆˆˆˆˆ, , , 0, 0, 0, 0 
It is clear that 0 ( ) 0 j h   corresponds to the case that attribute j a does not contribute 321 to the distance p i S between alternative i x and the IVIFPIS. In this case, j a is irrelevant 322 in determining DM d p 's preference. 323
It is easy to verify that should then be normalized as 328
Once the optimal weights and the IVIFPIS are obtained from (4.5) and (4.6), the 330 distance between each alternative and the IVIFPIS can be calculated for each DM d p as 331 implication is that an analyst can select any positive h value to calibrate the model. 351
Based on the aforesaid analyses, we are now in a position to formulate an interval-352 valued intuitionistic fuzzy approach to MAGDM as described in the following steps. 353
Step Step 3. Construct the IVIFN decision matrix alternatives i x and the IVIFPIS *0 ( ) x h as per (3.8) (i = 1, 2, …, n, p = 1, 2, …, q). 367
Step 9. Rank all alternatives for DM p d (p = 1, 2, …, q) according to an increasing 368 order of their distances p i S (i =1, 2, …, n). 369
Step 10. Rank all alternatives for the group using the Borda function (Hwang & Yoon, 370 1981) and the best alternative is the one with the smallest Borda scores. 371 5 An illustrative example 372 402 (p = 1, 2, 3). For this particular example, the assessment values on the two quantitative 403 . According to 425 (3.4), each DM's degrees of nonsatisfaction for all candidates for the two quantitative 426 attributes are derived as the second intervals in every cell of the first two columns in 427
Tables 3, 4, and 5. 428
As per Table 1 , the linguistic assessments on the two qualitative attributes can be 429 converted to interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy data. The result is shown in the last two 430 columns of the decision matrices for DM d p (p = 1 ,2 ,3) in Tables 3, 4, and 5: 431 variables and interval numbers. Moreover, the current linear program (4.4) assumes that 498 each DM has the same influence over the decision process. It is a worthy topic to address 499 the situation that different DMs exert distinct weights on choosing the final alternative. 500
